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second sticking layers 26, is connected to each other by

inner leads 23 and 23.

(57) Abstract:

PURPOSE: To prevent short inferiority with the

electrodes on P* and N* sides and cracks by the

nonuniformity of junction area between a semiconductor

board and a connector by using the first stricking

layer, which is formed between an emboss parts formed

at both faces of a die stage corresponding to an

electrode and each electrode, and the second sticking

layer, which is formed between each electrode not stuck

to the emboss parts and a connector.

CONSTITUTION: Though a planar diode 20 is installed

through solder layers, that is, the first sticking

layers 26 to a die stage 22, which forms a lead frame,

and a forming lead 25, which is mounted in a body to an

inner lead, a lead frame 28 for DIP (Dual In line

Package) is made use by applying, for example, press

processing to copper or the like. By plastically working

the outside of a position where a die stage 22 is planed

to be formed in such a lead frame 28, and by metallic

material shifting, projected emboss parts 30a and 30b

are formed at a circular step part 27 and on the inside.

By the way, a connector 25, where simple planar diodes

20 are attached by respective solder layers, that is,
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